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I need to tell you about an incredible series of events which will soon
come to pass! Right now, I have a lot on my plate.
I am creating an online TV series called The Main Event about the
latest discoveries of The Hebrew Gospels. I am also
Finishing Volume Two of Sons of Zion versus Sons of Greece, which
contains even more revelation than Volume One.
That is because I recently went to Europe to follow some leads and
discovered FIVE manuscripts, heretofore unknown,
of The Hebrew Gospels from Cochin, India. I have also authenticated
these manuscripts as coming from a first century
source! These manuscripts are not only of the Gospels but contain the
entire New Testament in Hebrew. I now have
the largest collection in the world of Hebrew manuscripts of the New
Testament. Two complete manuscripts of the
entire New Testament, or Brit Hadashah since they are all in Hebrew.
For some Gospels and Epistles we have three or
even four ancient Hebrew manuscripts. We are now capable of doing
a compilation of the most reliable version of the
ancient Hebrew Gospels and Brit Hadashah! It is a huge task! The
B’nai Emunah Institute has dedicated itself to do it.
You can imagine how I felt when I was suddenly called to write another
book – right now! - centered not on these ancient
manuscripts but on the present events of rioting in the streets! The
country seems to be disintegrating all around us!
Are you not holding your breath - praying fervently that it will all settle
down and go away so we can get back to normal?
I know that I was - but I have been awakened! By divine intervention, I
had already written about the history of these

world-shaking events that now consume us all. So, I was able to write
the book, The Coming Crisis, in weeks rather
than the years it would have taken me to start the research from
scratch. The information that I was divinely called to
include is in the first chapter The Prophetic Voice. In the next few
months - you must ready yourself. There will
be an armed insurrection! It will erupt following the American election if
not on the election day itself Nov. 3, 2020.
Even for those of my readers who do not live in the United States, this
will have grave international repercussions!
It will not be the end of the world. We will still have to educate our
children of today and tomorrow. To that end
we must understand how we got into this civil war in the first place, and
how we can reclaim our country and its institutions,
primary among them the educational system. Revolution always starts
with re-educating the next generation to throw out the
old system and usher in the new system. That new system will be
totalitarian!
Shabbat Friday Sept. 11, 2020 at 6 pm CST, and Saturday Sept. 12,
2020 at 6 pm, I will do a live broadcast on YouTube.
You may want to subscribe to our YouTube channel – Writing of God.
In that way you will receive email notice of this
and other broadcasts. I will speak of The Prophetic Voice in my new
book The Coming Crisis, also how we got here and
how we can reclaim our schools and our country. Please share this
information with all those you feel should have it

